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Abstract
Computing ‘on the cloud’ is about building Internet applications utilising the
computing services and resources provided by a third party. With companies such as 
Amazon, Google and Microsoft offering inexpensive utility computing service, it is 
becoming an increasingly attractive option for hosting enterprise applications. This
report proposes an architecture and design for hosting one such application, namely
distributed file processing system, using the Amazon Web Services platform. The 
proposed design combines the best features of the work carried out by three MSc. 
SDIA groups as part of the Group Project module. It is extensible, scalable and 
addresses the challenges in ensuring at most once semantics.
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1. Problem Specification and Challenges 
We will use some or all of the following Amazon Web Services to develop a 
distributed file processing application.
! Simple Queuing Service (SQS) - "reliable, highly scalable, hosted queue" for 
messaging between distributed application components
! Simple Storage Service (S3) - "highly scalable, reliable, fast, inexpensive data 
storage"
! Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) - "resizable compute capacity in the cloud" 
1.1 Specification of the file processing application 
The basic file processing application has the following structure.
A controller process adds file-processing jobs to a queue. Worker processes take jobs 
from the queue, retrieve a file from an input store, perform the file processing and 
store the result in an output store.
The nature of the processing is not important as long as it is reasonably compute 
intensive. Examples include conversion of PDF files to postscript, the conversion of 
large image files to thumbnails, encryption or decryption of input files, conversion 
between different audio formats. An example of PDF file conversion would be for a 
controller process to identify all the technical reports in PDF on the School's web site 
for worker processors to convert to postscript.
There are two mandatory aspects to your application. 
1. There must be a controller process that places jobs on a queue and two or more 
separate worker processes that perform the file processing.
2. Amazon SQS must be used as the queuing service to communicate between 
processes.
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Guarantee at-most-once file processing
SQS guarantees at least once message delivery. That is, it is possible for 
message consumers to see duplicate messages. For this extension, modify your 
application to detect duplicate messages and guarantee global at-most-once
file processing. 
Handle multiple job types
Extend your application to support multiple job types (for example, file format
conversion and encryption). To do this you may use job descriptors in your 
queue messages or you may use multiple queues, one for each job type. As a 
further extension, use multiple queues and additional worker processes to 
implement pipelining (for example, file format conversion then encryption). In 
this case, you could have an intermediate controller process to enqueue jobs 
for a second set of worker processes (using a queue to link two instances of 
the application structure shown above).
Use Amazon S3
Use the Amazon S3 service for storage of output files, and possibly for input 
storage
Use Amazon EC2
Migrate your worker processes to Amazon EC2.
The report is structured as follows. The next section describes Amazon Web
Services, Section 3 outlines our design and assumptions. Section 4 presents a few
guidelines on implementation.
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Design Challenges
1.2 Amazon Web Services
All Amazon Web Services components can be referenced by a Universal Resource 
Locator (URL). This feature allows us to reference components dynamically at 
runtime within our system which allows for arbitrary component configuration and a 
simpler design. 
1.2.1 AWS components
Simple Queuing Service (SQS) 
Amazon’s SQS is a distributed Queue which can store messages as Strings. Queues
decouple the dependency between a client and server to operate at the same time.
Thus making the system fault tolerant to server crashing or network delays. Due to the 
distributed nature of SQS, messages on SQS are stored and replicated across many
servers internal to Amazon, yet this complexity is hidden from the user by their 
abstracted public interface. Amazon implements a weighted distribution algorithm to
store and retrieve messages from a subset of their servers. This immediately raises the
issue of synchronisation of message state across multiple servers. Therefore the 
service is probabilistic in nature, and produces at least once message delivery. 
According to Amazon the reason for this approach is to achieve redundancy and high 
availability. In order to achieve at-most-once semantics within our file processing 
system, a higher guarantee of message delivery must be implemented within our
application. At most once message delivery is a common problem and as a 
consequence is well understood and relatively easy to implement.
For the purpose of this example we assume that a message has already been put onto a 
queue and the servers have synchronised such that all of the servers in the example
contain the message M. Note that not all servers in Amazon contain the message M. 
The following diagram shows the resulting state after a series of interactions between
a client (C), and the Amazon SQS. 
Interaction sequence 
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i) Client requests a message from queue 
/* SQS queries subset of servers (shown in grey) */ 
/* Servers are synchronised, message locked according to visibility */
ii) Server returns message M with receipt 
iii) Client deletes message M from queue 
/* SQS servers synchronise */
iv) Client requests a message from queue 
v) SQS (S4) sends message M to client 
/* SQS servers synchronise */
Note: events marked with /* <event> */ are internal (non-visible) events 
Problem: The client receives message M twice. Query subsets are disjoint. SQS 
servers cannot be guaranteed to be synchronised between state changes. 
Reason:
This is a consequence of the weighted distributed algorithms which SQS uses to query 
nodes when attempting to retrieve a message from the queue and the result is a false
positive. A further consequence of this approach is false negative results where
messages may not be retrieved at all when messages exist on the queue. Again, this is 
a result of the subset of servers holding a copy of the message being disjoint from the 
query subset. Obviously this is less of a problem since the client can just keep trying
and eventually servers will synchronise with no effect on the client other than the 
possibility of wasted time. 
Simple Storage Service (S3)
Amazon provides web-accessible and abstracted file storage in the form of ‘Buckets’,
which can each contain an unbounded number of Objects of up to 5GB each. 
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
A virtual dedicated-server hosting platform which runs Virtual Machine instances of 
‘Amazon Machine Images (AMIs)’ based on a user-generated image bundle. 
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2. Design 
2.1 Proposed Architecture (add labels to arrows and specify AWS components 
more clearly S3)
Figure 1: Overall System Architecture. 
The system is message-oriented, in that components are directed by the messages they 
receive: messages in this system describe Jobs. 
The Controller (C) is responsible for generating XML job messages and sending these
to the correct queue. The diagram shows a single conceptual controller, however in 
reality this could be a pool of Controllers: no inter-communication between 
Controllers would be required, although it might be useful to report Job progress into 
a shared database.
Amazon SQS instances are specific to a particular job type or task (Ti), which means
there exists a 1:1 relationship between queue type and worker type (Wi). There is a 
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8‘special’ queue called the result queue (R) which Controllers can poll to retrieve Job 
results, e.g. success or fail.  
The workers retrieve jobs from the queue it is bound to, and execute on the EC2 
platform. This means that groups of workers can be organised into clusters around a 
single queue, with the number of workers being dynamically re-assigned by the 
Controller depending on queue load. 
Note that there is little architectural difference between the controller and the worker, 
as both service queues: workers may be capable of executing controller tasks as well 
as queue tasks, and only the runtime configuration differentiates them. 
The final component is the Co-ordinator (Co), to which all workers are connected. Its 
role is to co-ordinate worker activities in order to achieve “at most once” file 
processing. Each of these components will be discussed in more detail below. 
In practise, there are some benefits to using identical workers, such as the lower cost 
of maintenance operations such as upgrading and the re-bundling operation this 
requires. When conceiving of abstract workers however, is better to think of workers 
as task-specific. 
2.2 Design Assumptions 
1. Amazon Web Services has inherent limitations, and so is not a suitable 
platform to use if fault tolerance is required. By accepting that this platform 
cannot be used in a fault tolerant context, we can simplify the design by 
assuming that the controller never fails, making the design cleaner. Therefore, 
there is no need to persist controller state within our design. 
2.3 Components 
Controller
The Controller starts the Worker EC2 instances. Then it uploads the files to be 
processed into S3, and then creates the Job XML, pushing it onto the correct SQS 
queue. The Controller polls the Result queue to determine the status outcome of 
executed jobs. 
Worker
The worker implements a single task, and is bound to a single queue type. It needs to 
be able to check with the co-ordinator that a job has not already been processed. An 
alternative approach would be to have a single type of worker which can perfom 
multiple task types, but as a design the former gives a clearer association between task 
type and worker.
Co-ordinator
The co-ordinator is accessed by all workers, and it is responsible for keeping track of 
processed jobs. This is to compensate for SQS At Least Once (ALO) message
delivery semantics: it ensures that if two workers receive the same job XML, only one 
will actually process the job. This ensures At Most Once (AMO) semantics, satisfying
the design requirements for job processing. If the co-ordinator becomes unavailable, 
the worker processes should wait until it becomes available again.
Figure 2: A layered architecture highlighting the level of message delivery each layer
provides to the layer above it. The co-ordinator which executes in an ALO 
environment provides AMO to the workers above. 
Worker crashes – retry count & timeout
Retry count limits the number of times a Job is attempted, preventing a message
remaining on the queue in an indefinite cycle. If a job fails on every attempt, to the 
point that the retry count reaches zero, the message will expire and will be removed
from the queue.
Timeout refers to the amount of time that must pass before a worker may re-attempt a 
failed job. The co-ordinator maintains both the retry count and the timeout for each
job.
The system therefore provides some failure recovery mechanisms in terms of lifecycle
but does not guarantee full fault tolerance. Problems still inevitably exist when
dealing with many operations which one would like to perform atomically. An
example here would be the following sequence of events executed at the worker:
remove message from queue; remove entry from database; send result. To ensure 
consistent global state atomic transactions would be required for a fault tolerant
solution. Transactions however do not fit with the requirements we are trying to 
achieve. As mentioned earlier, AWS is not suitable for such requirements: purpose-
built transactional-services should be used instead. Moreover, this application does
not need this high level of consistency in general. For example, it does not matter
semantically if the file is processed more than once as this only wastes CPU cycles.
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An example of a co-ordinator implementation could use a database to handle 
concurrent changes to records, preventing race conditions. 
2.4 Message format
The system is driven by Job XML which is passed between the components and is 
understood by any worker, with the direction and order in which messages are passed 
drives the flow of state transitions. 
The Job XML unfolds to release nested child XML elements as workers process it, 
which can be added back onto a Job queue due to the fact that child XML has the
same structure as the parent: the Job XML is in this way consumed and transformed
recursively. This enables sequential and parallel tasks to be defined in by the
Controller that creates the original Job XML by controlling the hierarchy of Job XML
2.4.1 Job XML
Figure 3: Structure of the Job-XML Messages
When a worker completes the parent job, it discards the parent <job> and moves the 
child <job> into the parent’s place within the XML structure, so that the child now
lies directly beneath <pipeline>. A job can have multiple child <job>s so, if there are
multiple children, multiple XML documents are produced during this step, each with 
the same pipeline Global Unique Identifier (GUID). This was known as a divergence 
of the pipeline.
These child jobs are placed back onto the corresponding job queue to be consumed by 
any free worker. In this way, tasks are performed upon resources in a sequential 
manner.
The GUID is a hash identifier generated by the controller. It's a 40 digit string that 
uniquely identifies each processing job. The identifier stays with the job as it 
progresses through the system pipelines. The message will be set with the status 
value: completed, error or failure.
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2.4.2 Pipelining/divergence 
The design allows for pipelining with the capability of divergence. One may wonder 
whether convergence is not included here, this however is a difficult problem to solve
in general and is itself a major topic of research. Divergence on the other hand is
easier to implement and makes sense in the domain of file processing. This can be 
implemented by simply splitting the workflow into two parts, generating two child 
XML files from a single XML parent and adding them onto different queues. As an 
example, consider an input file of an image which is to be converted and then 
compressed. The user may wish to have two different image formats and therefore the 
job would diverge at this point. 
2.4.3 Versioning XML
Tasks or jobs can place base requirements upon the worker i.e. Job XML can contain 
a task version number which demands that the worker be patched with a minimum of 
that version.
With each update come a versions.xml file which stores the tasks this distribution
supports, and the code version of each. Job XML expected-task-versions are checked 
against this list before being processed, to make sure that a worker doesn’t attempt a
job that it can’t fully support. This has two effects: firstly, it prevents an older version 
of code processing a task, and secondly it alerts the worker to the fact that it is out of
date, triggering a self-refresh of its code base. 
2.4.4 Result XML
The XML added by the workers onto the Result Queue 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<!-- This document is a sample demonstrating result queue messages
content. --> 
<!-- job_result is the root node for the document --> 
<!-- The processed date time uses the date format yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss. --> 
<job_result processed_date_time="2009-02-01 01:01:01Z">
<!-- pipeline_stage_id represents at which stage the job is. --> 
<pipeline_stage_id>1</pipeline_stage_id>
<!-- result_status indicates the result when a EC2
worker attempted to process the pipeline task.
Values are: FAIL | ERROR | SUCCESS  --> 
<result_status>SUCCESS</result_status>
<!-- This is the unique hash identifier for this job. --> 
<guid>SDle5j3j3ljsef0idfmsdfsdfsldkflksdfdsfsd</guid>
<!-- An optional tag to hold details of the message. 
 Will be empty if the status is SUCCESS. 
  The body is wrapped in a CDATA section --> 
<message>Diagnostic data in case of problems</message>
</job_result>
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2.4.5 Globally Unique Identifier 
The globally unique identifier (GUID) is a hash identifier generated by the controller. 
Just like the Job XML a GUID is a 40 digit string that uniquely identifies the 
processed job. The identifier stays with the job as it progresses through the system 
pipelines. The message is set with the status value (completed, error or failure).
Result XML is sent at each intermediary stage of the pipeline. 
2.4.6 Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud  
We used our own private Amazon Machine Image (AMI) bundle so that we could 
customise it with our own configuration. Customising the AMI involved installing 
software and adding our own components to execute tasks. To make the deployment 
of components easier we configured Workers to download the latest version. 
3. Implementation of a Prototype
3.1 AWS S3
Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (S3) is used in this implementation to store the 
processed files. S3 works as buckets which can store upto 5GB of data. Files are 
stored in S3 when job needs to be done on a particular file it is fetched from the 
bucket and after processing it is stored in the bucket.
3.2 AWS SQS
Amazon’s Simple Queuing Service (SQS) is used in this implementation to store the
the job messages it provides at least once message delivery which can cause duplicate 
job processed. 
3.3 AWS EC2
Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) is used in this implementation to get the
virtual server instances, which gives Virtual Machine instances of ‘Amazon Machine
Images (AMIs)’ based on a user-generated image bundle. 
Component Controller Worker Co-ordinator
AWS S3 ! ! 
AWS SQS ! ! 
AWS EC2 ! ! !
The controller interacts with workers using AWS SQS.
The controller then places messages onto the first processing task type job queue and 
receives messages from the single result queue. See Figure 1 for more details. 
Note about worker processes 
Even though in theory separation of workers is more extensible and a good example
of modularisation, in practise this approach has its downfalls, these are to do with the 
AWS specification. 
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4. Evaluation 
This project has provided an insight to designing and implementing a system using 
Amazon cloud computing services.
In our system we decided to keep the Job XML as a single document. The flow of this
document is described in section 2.4 “Message format”. In systems such as ours a 
sequential execution of operations is necessary. Each depends on the completion of a 
prior task. This requirement is called “happens before” semantics. The advantage of 
using Job XML with combined tasks is a simplified design. A weakness however is 
the limited file size using SQS. This limits the potential size of workflow for a
system. One solution is to compress the Job XML beforehand and uncompress by the 
worker.
Our experience when using Amazon Web Services infrastructure highlighted 
techniques needed during programming to compensate for the underlying 
infrastructure. Due to network latency and at-least-once messaging semantics we had 
to use guarded programming techniques by capturing timing faults and retrying 
resolved problems and checking if a message had been processed. 
Future work
With additional time the extension of the system can be improved. Improvements will 
allow higher guarantees for message processing. 
! Compression of Job XML Messages for faster message propagation 
! Splitting Job XML into smaller sections 
! Replace the XML message format with a standard such as Business Execution
Processing Language such as BPEL. 
! Replace the Controller database with an AWS database service to allow sharing
with Coordinator. 
5. Conclusion 
The infrastructure provided by Amazon Web Services puts forth opportunities to 
develop applications such as the Distributed File Processing applications – as 
proposed in this project. The deployment of this application would bring benefit to 
users who require file conversions. The application also brings business value, more
so with Amazon’s affordable charges on its services. The service provided by 
Amazon Web Services provides reliability and security to a certain extent which
provides assurance on files uploaded for conversion. Various functionalities were
implemented in efficient way. Firstly, the structure of job-XML message which has 
parent and a child job which are processed in such a way that when parent job is 
completed, it is then discarded and child job is executed. Another functionality is two 
different queues one is for jobs and one is to give the results of the jobs executed.
Amazon AWS functionality provides at least once message delivery which can cause 
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duplicate messages to be processed. This report gives a solution for this and ensures at
most once message delivery with a help of a coordinator.
This project has achieved the objectives using cloud computing infrastructure 
services. Using Amazon Web Services infrastructure services applications can be 
created which are suitable for long running tasks. It uses Amazon’s SQS, S3, and 
EC2.
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